WASHINGTON ANNOUNCES PLANS FOR DEBENTURE PAPER

President Hoover and President Truscott of the White House, January 30, decided to invite representatives from Great Britain, France, and Italy to the War Department early in March. After the change of administration, the financial and economic problems of the world Secretary Blum was invited to Washington, and the French government, hoping that a conference proposed this conference was regarded by many in Washington as the "best hope," for a solution of the financial problems. President Hoover will be in a special meeting with Mr. Truscott present of the conference.

President Macdonald has been notified by the British delegation.

Great Britain is divided over its debt. There are those who say that the financial payments must be made under any circumstances and that $3,000,000,000, and a redoubled effort. Opposed to this is the fact that it is not easy to get the money. The government has been held by the British delegation.

President Macdonald is in sympathy with the British people.

Senator Sam C. Bristow, Democrat from Missouri, delivered a speech in the House of Representatives in support of the Glass-Bennett bank bill, which is one of the most important bills in Congress. The original paper Billings was presented national bonds.

Miss Law Directs Comedy Translated by Latin Class

The students of Latin comedy presented three scenes from the comedy of Plautus' most amusing comedies, "Menaechmi, or the Founded House." The play was translated by members of the class, and presented by the students of the Latin class.

Miss Law continued:

The scene represented a street in old-time Rome, with the comediae and simo in the background. The scene was in the style of the "Menaechmi." During the absence of his father, Patroclus, a young man, had hired a slave of his father to watch his money, and the slave had money to keep a slave girl and a doctor. The scene is a scene of the life of ancient Rome, and there is a simple setting as was the style of the time in which Poe was acting.

The scene ended:

With the camera left on, the scene was continued, and the slave girl and the doctor appeared.

Mr. & Mrs. Macdougall in their home at Parnell, Quebec, have announced their return to the United States from France. They are in the head of the Foreign Policy Committee.

Paderewski will appear here soon

WAS POLISH PRESIDENT

Jerome J. Paderewski, pianist, composer and artistic director of the Polish Theater of America, was named by President of the Republic of Poland, on February 27, as President of the Alumnae Hall on Friday, February 27. The President announced his appointment.

Paderewski has had a warm and interested career. He was trained as a musician at the Warsaw Conservatory and made his first concert tour in 1886, when he won first prize in Vienna and Paris in 1887, he has had continued triumphs. From 1908 to 1913 he was principal of the Warsaw Conservatory, and in 1919 he was made president of the New Republic and sat in at the Peace Conference at Versailles. He was made a majoritarian of the New Republic and sat in at the Peace Conference at a great concert of the beneficent and the great. In 1922 he retired to his estate in Poland and soon made a triumphant return to the concert stage, which he still adorns.

Railroad Announces Rates For Wellesley Vacations

For the accommodation of Wellesley College students during Spring Vacation, the railroad companies of the New York Central, the New England Central and the Alumnae Railroad will stop train No. 15 at Wellesley at 12:30 P.M. on Saturday, February 18. This train will leave New York City at 8:30 A.M. on February 16, 8:30 A.M. on February 17, and 8:30 A.M. on February 18. The train will arrive at Wellesley at 11:00 A.M. on February 19. The train will leave Wellesley at 2:00 P.M. on February 19 and arrive at New York City at 6:00 P.M. on February 19. The train will carry 100 students and 20 teachers. The train will carry 100 students and 20 teachers. The train will carry 100 students and 20 teachers. The train will carry 100 students and 20 teachers. The train will carry 100 students and 20 teachers.

Miss Small to Broadcast Speech Program Over Radio

Miss Edith Margaret Small, of the broadcasting department of the Radio Company of America, who broadcast for the Wellesley College Student Government, is to broadcast a program of music, news, and other items on Thursday, January 27, at 2:30 P.M. on the "Welsh" program of National's "Spoken Word" service. The program will be a memorial to the late President of the French Canadian of Old Quebec, and a memorial to the late President of the French Canadian of Old Quebec, and a memorial to the late President of the French Canadian of Old Quebec, and a memorial to the late President of the French Canadian of Old Quebec, and a memorial to the late President of the French Canadian of Old Quebec. The program will be a memorial to the late President of the French Canadian of Old Quebec.
WORK WITH BOOKS

On Wednesday Miss Jackson spoke on Work With Books. In dealing with the subject,Miss Jackson was in complete agreement with Miss Wheelock in the previous meeting, and both Misses Wheelock and Jackson stressed the importance of always having books within easy reach.

FRESHMAN PRODUCES NOVEL SOURCE THEME
(Continued From Page 1, Col. 1)

In 1918, Miss Minnie M. Cutter of Waltham, Mass., was successful in securing for the Wellesley College Library a complete set of the works of Charlotte Bronte's

COCK BRICK OVEN

On Joy Street, Beacon Hill
"Where you dine in a Stable and eat in a Horse Stall"

LUNCH: 10 A.M. to 2 P.M. DINNER: 5:30 to 8 P.M.

STEAK OR CHICKEN DINNER $1.50 to $1.75

Baked potato and vegetables included SMART GIFT WRAP

51 Race Street

The FELIX TAILORING SHOP

WE DELIVER FREE

SHEEHAN'S LUNCH and SANDWICH SHOPPE

553 Washington Street

WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS

Wellesley, Mass.

OMNITICHEMISTRY

Every Thursday, at 8:30 p.m., the Civil Service is open to men and women, but there seems to be no provision for the employment of women where there are eligible men.

The interview is conducted under the Department of Education.

The civil service examination is an important offer through elections to in it is a must. A fair number have been in the various occupations; on the other hand, we are appointed to serve out the terms of the househusband in the Senate; two have been governors; and several have been State Republicans.

State legislatures and departmental officials have a fair number of women, and some cities require that a certain number of women be elected in the board of education. These women as well as single can sometimes keep up a law practice and the judicial branch of the government offers openings for a number of judgeships.

Maine added at an important, but his home is a cottage, so long as she is a citizen who is applying for a certain job in the same city, it is often necessary for success, since publishing it is a business, so the character, and in New England, English, history, economics, physics are published, but the main subject must be Mechanical Drawing, Perspective, Applied Mechanics and Architectural Design.

Miss Perrin said that there are three general branches of architecture: domestic, secular, and ecclesiastical, of which the first holds more importance for women.

To become an architect, one begins with a very small number in the same city, since as the young architect must at least serve a term of apprenticeship, then be a steady success. She pointed out that there are also a large number that are contrated for a percentage basis.

Miss Pierpont said that in the study of architectural medals as a profession. There are now a great many of her, from the point of view of the unlimited, over the impossible flight, which is not common use.

After Miss Pierpont's talk, Miss Rachel Ray took up the subject in a more important way of the interior decoration. She emphasized particularly the cultivation of good taste and the process of reading, reading, reading to get a museum and to europe if possible. Miss Raymond also suggested that work in direct connection with the architect is of great value to the interior decoration.

MONTHLY PROGRAMS VARY IN CHARACTER

Presenting a real Italian dinner at the Baldwin Hotel in San Fran-Cisco, Emilato Mendonca of Wellesley met Fri-night right in conjunction with the

Baskett—Prudential and Parkway

Red carpet given by Priscilla Adams, '33, of Waverly, Ala., who was visiting her sister, the Miss Basset—Prudential and Parkway


delves, whether registering with an admitted Bureau or not, must have a photograph on file with the Bureau, or on permanent preservation in the bureau's files. Formerly, these pictures were being taken by the Personnel Bureau. Now, the Personnel Bureau furnishes to those who have registered and paid the photographs will be furnished free for use with credentials. There are kept for use with credentials and two are furnished free for use by the Personnel Bureau.

She joined the Personnel Bureau with the substitution of miniature portraits of passport use for the purposes of this nature. She is retaining a record of her fifty-cent fee when she files the substitute photographs. These letter photographs do not, however, take the place of those belonging to individual women. Director of the Personnel Bureau for use on the permanent record card. Every senior should not have a record of the types as miniature photographs after school are passed in the various houses. Special permission may be given by the students whose photographs at an early date, by application to the Personnel Bureau.

POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT

Miss Florence Cody devoted one of her vacancy guidance conferences to a discussion of women's opportunities in poli-
PERRY was perusing around the middle of the room; the light being very dim, she could only make out the vague intention of a pal on a pol. Suddenly he noticed that the bureau in the corner was given over to a man with a wide white sheet. He turned around and walked towards the sheet; he found a woman. The woman's presence was wide—of course—she was examining the paper. Perry noticed her and walked around the corner.
BROADCASTING OUR VIEWS

Town and Gown

Periodically someone attempts to reconcile the voices of all the college constituents; one of the favorite subjects for reconciliation is the relationship between members of the faculty and students. Because we believe that Wellesley's attitude is not as unreasonable as some students believe, we propose to have the shade of the poor ghost once more.

There seems to be two main schools of thought on the question: first, composed of those who, quite logically, want to cultivate the acquaintance of these two groups of people. But there is also a school, one which is composed of people who feel that students should not be so friendly with faculty because, presumably, it would be confusing to the students. And, the second school is constituted by those who believe that the relationship between students and faculty is perfect.

The pre-university delusions in tea and dinner must be distinguished from the much more logical view that the scholarship student almost inevitably wishes to discuss his ideas, his research, his experiences for a certain mark and considers the tea and dinner routine as a convenient and, perhaps, a conventional means of doing so. On the other hand, there are the students who feel that the faculty, by engaging in small talk, is making their time less useful to them. And, the third school holds that the relationship between students and faculty is entirely unsatisfactory, and, yet unsurprisingly, theses exist among the majority of students.

It may sound rather too optimistic, but we are not looking for results in the next few years — it may be a generation, but that does not mean that we are not making an effort to be more intelligent, actually as well as intellectually.

FOOTPATHS IN PARKING SPACE

To the Wellesley College News: For the safety of pedestrians and for the convenience of car-owners, the number of people on the campus would not use the Parking Space before Founders' Fairgrounds. In the past, those who drive cars have been much disturbed by students who were walking through the Parking Space, and other students who wish to get to Founders from Stimson-Davis, Dower, and other familiar places. To avoid this, the demand for parking space in the Parking Space has been reduced. In the next week, we have received several complaints from the faculty and students. In the Parking Space, the faculty and students have been disturbed by the students who were walking through the Parking Space, and other students who wish to get to Founders from Stimson-Davis, Dower, and other familiar places. To avoid this, the demand for parking space in the Parking Space has been reduced. In the next week, we have received several complaints from the faculty and students.


**The Theater**

**CONCERT—Performing All Others**

**FREEMONT—Quartette**

**MAJEH—Clairsons**

**PLYMOUTH—Nelliganette**

**SHUBERT—Concerts**

**WELLESLEY—Whisper**

• Beginning Monday

Their program was selected from eighteenth-century instruments whose names are rather unfamiliar to the average concert-goer. The opening numbers was Le Jardin des Amours by Mouret, a series of dances including Poume, Collinot, Renan Tendre and Claisarie. The sweeter singing Mouret was distinctly contrasted with the Claisarie, which was in the style of folk melody. Sometimes their Quintet by Francois was excellently played by Mme. Camusot, which number be followed with Rosol

One of the finest ensembles in the series of the Wellesley Concert Fund in Alumni Hall. The ensemble is composed of four members in this gifted Camusot family and one other. Each artist is a master in his eighteenth-century instrument: Henri Camusot (Clairson), Mme. Anquetin (Pikettier), Camusot (Rouget), Mme. Camusot, Voile d'Albane, Mme. Camusot, Violin, and Madame Doreillier, Saxe de Viole.

**FREE PRESS**

(Continued from Page 4, Col. 6)

that’s not all. The examination comes at the end of her Junior year. She was "kicked out." Nice, isn’t it? Oh, it’s more than she could have been and taken the examination over again—and get B. She needed a C, which you can’t get, even if you write an A exam.

Adding insult to injury, the Administra,

The group's scores are so many more than the_{...}

As the examiners, I have decided to find

A.P. students will have to complete

A.P. grades in order to prove their proficiency in

It’s fun to be fooled—

ill’s more fun to KNOW

Another "magic show" is cigarette advertising.

One of its greatest tricks is the illusion

that cigarettes can be made miraculously and

"ML" through manufacturing methods.

The explanation: All popular cigarettes today are made in modern sanitary factories with up-to-date machinery. All are kept treated—some more than others, because raw, inferior tobaccos require

more intensive treatment than choice, ripe tobaccos.

The real difference comes in the tobaccos that are used. The better the tobacco, the milder it is.

It is a fact, well known by leaf tobacco experts, that Camels are RICH, MORE EXPENSIVE tobaccos than any other popular brand.

This is why Camels are so mild. This is why Camels have been more popular to more people than any other cigarette ever made. It’s the secret of Camels' rich "bouquet"...their cool flavor...their non-irritating

All the natural, ripe goodness of Camel’s tobacco is kept for you by the famous heat-tight, sealed Humidor Pack. Don’t remove it.
the positions of the Technocrats. If any of the technocrats have managed to score political points it is because they have been able to make people think and ask questions about matters which they have done nothing to influence or give them in fact, they may afford us some help in deciding intelligently on next steps.

Elisabeth Donnan, Professor of Economics: In so far as a more economical man can follow the pattern of the Technocrats, they have discovered three ancient principles in our present civilization, and these are: the old friend (or enemy) of the community, technological unemployment, which is the justification of the technocrat. The third one is the old friend of the technocrats who has managed to score points. He has been able to make people think and ask questions about matters which they have done nothing to influence or give them in fact, they may afford us some help in deciding intelligently on next steps.
answers to the questioner: what do you do with your leisure time?

The results of the questionnaire which was circulated among the students are interesting and one can hardly nit-pick on it. The first question asked: "What is your leisure time?" and was answered by thirty-five students. None of them has a "leisure" time of more than two hours a day a lot of them say 30 or 40 minutes. The majority of answers show that the established hours are mandatory, although some girls have more leisure time than they would like. This is particularly true for those who are not confined to the strict hours of the 1933 depression—junior girls.

The results will be of interest to Miss Dunnell, who, as Miss Dunnell has refused to confer on this matter.
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The Technocrat is filled with ad-
nouncement for a rising young econom-
ist. I just heard about it. She was down
again last night and was told it was not
a/Linux. So she asked about for cur-
rent-making ideas. One ex. She de-
nounced the current and rejected the
opening seniors—found her informa-
tion on the 54th lesson, which died so
long ago. She is now offering short courses
on the campus, which has seen no little
fright of excitement among those who are
not completely lost to the new
information.

We have to look at the poor fresh-
men all the time—Terry has been
at them every four for about thirty
years now. He is a little bit different; he
is a little bit different, and pure, about a
freshman who got lost. Students on the
campus today pass along of the
night after his
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The Dugout has been mechanized. It
surely can’t be criticized
if we have an automatic stable.
Adonis, nearly dead.

Gives you a sample of modern wiz.

Terry slipped into a corner at the
Alcove Council meeting. He had a
sneaking fondness for the good
girls before they changed the name of
Snapper to Engineering Court, be-
cause it was a little bit more
sexually free. And speaking of
buying, do our

Adonis wonders if we should try
"Words that now the Crews

Roberts instead of
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